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Atley Hunter – how Telerik helped a
prolific developer of Windows Phone
apps break the 125 app barrier, averaging
more than 70,000 downloads per month
Overview
Country
Canada

With a revenue strategy dependent on releasing a large number
of popular apps, Atley Hunter found RadControls for Windows
Phone by Telerik the ideal toolset for creating a high-productivity
development methodology.

Industry
Independent Software Developer
Developer profile
Atley Hunter is one of the most prolific
developers of apps for Windows Phone,
with 138 apps to his name as well as
more than 60 Windows 8 apps.
Business situation
Atley’s business model relies on ad
revenue from apps, so developing and
releasing a large number of new apps
as quickly as possible is essential.
Solution
With the help of Telerik UI components,
Atley perfected a factory model of app
production.
Benefits
• Release of 100 apps in 2012, including
7 in a single 24 hour period
• High overall download rates of 70K
per month
• RadRating control in an app is a
powerful driver of downloads

Using the RadRating
control in an app drives
downloads by the thousands.
I am now going back through
my apps making sure they
use the RadRating control.”
Atley Hunter, Code Creators

See Atley’s apps

Background
Atley Hunter, who releases apps under
the name Code Creators, is one of the
most prolific individual developers of
Windows Phone apps with more than
138 published titles to his name.
“I am the edge case,” says Atley. “I
keep bumping up against every limit
Microsoft has. The Windows Phone
Store originally only allowed five
free apps for any given developer.
They changed that to allow 100 free
apps per developer, but I ended up

with over 100 apps, so they had to
increase the number for me.”
Atley’s apps range from simple
utilities like the Bluetooth and WiFi
apps which shortcut lengthy UI
sequences, to popular entertainment
titles such as Getting Sheepy – a
relaxation and sleep aid – and
traditional games like WacAMole
and Fruit Slots.
The apps are popular. The WiFi app
has almost 200,000 downloads,

the Bluetooth app boasts almost
100,000 downloads and Fruit Slots
achieved 6,200 downloads in just
2 weeks, along with 90 reviews.
His latest, 101 Love Msgs, has over
60,000 downloads with 1100 reviews
in its first month of release. Across
the whole collection, downloads are
running at over 100,000 per month.

The Challenge
Ninety five percent of Atley’s apps
are available free of charge. His
business model is to create popular
apps and generate revenue from
the advertising carried within the
apps. “I get one one-thousandth
of a cent for each ad impression. I
call them microcents. The Microsoft
Advertising platform serves six ads
per minute, so I get six microcents
each minute one of my apps is open
on a phone somewhere in the world.”
Given this business model, Atley
faces two challenges. First, thinking
of great ideas for apps that will
attract downloads. This isn’t a
problem. “I come up with ideas
constantly. I have a backlog of more
than 3000 ideas for Windows Phone
apps and 1300 more for Windows 8.”
The second challenge is getting
his ideas executed as efficiently as
possible. To do this, Atley has taken

application lifecycle optimization to
a new level.

The Solution
With a large backlog of candidate
projects, Atley maintains focus
by selecting applications which
share common technologies or
functionality. “I investigate the
functionality and develop the code
to cover the apps, and then move
on. The apps get put together as
the functionality gets put together.
I release the apps in groups as they
get finished. It’s like a factory.”
Integral to this strategy is the use
of Telerik UI components. “Telerik
controls allow me to solve design
and usability issues quickly. Also,
Telerik controls tend to be easy on
the processor and easy on the UI.”
Atley views Telerik controls as an
important part of his toolkit, but
they are not a one-size-fits-all
solution. “It’s not always the case
that third-party toolkits are the
best way to do things. Sometimes
it’s easier to use standard controls,
especially if weight is an issue.”
However, when he does use thirdparty controls, Telerik is his first
choice. “I use some free tools – like
the Phoney Tools – but I don’t use

any purchasable toolkits other than
Telerik. Other vendors’ tools require
too much coding. Or they don’t
work the way I want them to work,
or they don’t respond the way I want
them to.”

The Result
Using the factory model and Telerik
controls, Atley has been able to ship
a huge number of apps, in some
cases taking them from idea to
production inside of a single day.
“Sometimes I write an app just to
solve a problem I’ve been having – it
takes me less time to write an app
than it takes to find an app I like.”

I don’t use any
purchasable toolkits other
than Telerik. Other vendors’
tools require too much
coding. Or they don’t work
the way I want them to work,
or they don’t respond the
way I want them to.”
Atley Hunter,
Code Creators

One example is his Notes app. “I was
frustrated by OneNote only allowing
you to email notes – I wanted to
be able to email and SMS, and also
expand in place without having to
navigate the list. I quickly built the
app using the RadJumpingList which
allows you to create a feature list and
handle a large number of items, far
better than the standard controls do.”
Atley often reuses functionality to
create very different user experiences
using the same basic framework, as
the Fruit Slots and JibberJabber apps
demonstrate. “Fruit Slots is a simple
app with three looping list controllers,
three XAML buttons, a results box,
some sounds and a RadRating control.”
“I created an app which creates
sentences which are grammatically
correct but may be nonsense, to play
with sentence structure. The user sees
nine cylinders with nine words on
each – providing 3.4 billion sentence
combinations. The layout and user
experience is completely different but
under the hood, JibberJabber and
Fruit Slots are only different by seven
controls and less than 100 lines of code.”
However, Atley’s apps are not simply
cookie-cutter efforts with different

skins. “When I extend apps, I am
interested in looking at ways to
change the use of the controls
to create completely different
experiences without substituting
different controls. It’s very important
to create apps that users like and
keep using. If they don’t, I don’t
make money.”

Favorite Controls
Although he has used every one
of Telerik’s RadControls, Atley finds
himself turning to a few key controls
time and again. “The RadLoopingList
is such a fundamental control – a list
that loops back at the end – that you
wonder why it wasn’t included in the
Microsoft toolkit. I use it in place of
time and date controls to reduce
the number of clicks. The more
clicks, the less a user wants to use
an app, so I always want to eliminate
unnecessary clicks.”
“RadJumpingListBox is great for
single-handed phone operation
and it’s ideal for line-of-business
style apps on the phone, where
grouping data is important.
RadAutoCompleteBox is a beautiful

control that allows you to search
within a collection and bring out
a shortlist of items that closely
match. A user can type one or two
characters and get where they want
to go. It cuts down on typing, which
users hate.”
Atley likes the way Telerik often
comes up with a new tool he
wasn’t expecting. “The RadRating
control was a nice surprise. Using
the RadRating control in an app
drives downloads by the thousands.
I am very interested in improving
download rates, and I am now going
back through my apps making sure
they use the RadRating control.”

The Verdict
“I code every day,” says Atley. “I
schedule at least two hours of
writing apps every day. Coding
relaxes me. Telerik controls are
essential to making sure this time
isn’t wasted. They help me hit the
productivity levels I want to achieve.”

Find out more
About Atley Hunter
Atley Hunter is fanatic about creating
mobile apps. With more than 15 years’
experience developing in mobile
environments, he now works full time on
Windows Phone apps, publishing under
the name Code Creators. Atley is a Telerik
MVP and Telerik Insider, and a Nokia
Ambassador. He also created the Lazy
Library which promotes even faster app
development for .NET.
Find out more at Atley’s ‘Eat, Sleep, Code’
blog: www.atleyhunter.com
About RadControls for Windows
Phone by telerik
RadControls for Windows Phone help
developers create apps that users love
and other developers envy. Designed to

shorten app time-to-market, productivity
boosters include 45+ components, 50+
design templates and a wide range of
capabilities to complement the stock UI
Toolbox. Using RadControls for Windows
Phone, developers can engage more deeply
with end-users, earn more ratings and
achieve better app rankings
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About Telerik
Telerik is the market-leading provider
of end-to-end solutions for application
development, automated software testing,
agile project management, reporting, and
content management across all major
Microsoft development platforms. Telerik
is trusted by more than 100,000 customers
worldwide for its innovation and industrybest technical support.
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